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Abstract—Beyond accuracy, diversity has become a crucial
factor to evaluate a recommendation system as higher diversity
helps mitigate echo chamber issue and improve user satisfaction.
Recently, great success has been made to improve diversity,
but the approaches often sacrifice much lower accuracy. Herein
this work, we propose contrastive co-training for diversified
recommendation that improves diversity greatly and achieves
comparable or even better accuracy. Specifically, we keep two
user-item graph views for recommendation and contrastive learn-
ing, respectively. Pseudo edges are predicted from current graph
view to augment the other graph view by mining the novel
items that users might be highly interested in. However, merely
leveraging co-training hurts the accuracy since the pseudo labels
are sometimes noisy. Therefore, we propose diversified contrastive
learning that not only is robust to the noisy pseudo edges but
also improves the diversity further by alleviating the popularity
and category biases by re-balancing item-level popularity and
category-level advantage. The extensive experiments on three
public datasets show the superiority of our proposed model in
terms of accuracy and diversity compared with strong baselines.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recommender system is a hot topic in data mining
and machine learning research community, and accuracy is
a widely used evaluation metrics. However, it is not the only
golden metrics [1]. Beyond accuracy, diversity has become
a crucial factor to evaluate a recommendation system, as it is
directly related to user satisfaction [2]. A recommendation sys-
tem with poor diversity might narrow down the users’ horizons
and make them frustrated; while recommending relevant and
diverse items can improve the exposure of items, broaden the
users’ horizons, and even help users to discover new content
they like [3].

Great efforts have been made to improve recommendation
diversity, and they can be roughly categorized into three
directions: (1) Rerank-based or post-processing-based methods
are proposed to apply on the generated item list. The order of
items are determined by balancing the accuracy and diversity
with a controllable hyper-parameters. However, these methods
highly depend on the quality of the generated items, resulting
in suboptimal performance in terms of accuracy [4]–[6]. (2)
Methods that take advantages of Determinantal Point Process
(DPP) score an entire list of items by taking into account
item correlations to diversify the recommended item list.
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However, these approaches demand that the item embeddings
generated in the generation stage to be of high quality, which
determines the upper bound of accuracy [7], [8]. (3) Some end-
to-end approaches are proposed to directly recommend an item
list, formulating it as a ranking problem [9], [10]. However,
these approaches achieve high diversity but sacrifice too much
accuracy. Therefore, we aim to improve diversity as well as
preserve or even improve accuracy.

With the huge success of graph-based neural networks
(GNNs), GNN-based methods greatly advance the research
and have become the mainstream method [11]–[13] for top-
k item recommendation due to the high accuracy. Given a
user-item bipartite graph where users and items are viewed
as nodes, and user-item interactions are viewed as edges,
GNN-based models learn user/item embedding by aggre-
gating the embeddings of the connected items/users. High-
order proximity between users and items can be effectively
captured by stacking several layers of GNNs. However, current
GNNs suffer from the popularity and category biases that
the learnt user embeddings are very close to the popular
items and the items of the advantage categories as they take
up the majority of the edges, inherently limiting the model
to recommend novel and diversified items [10]. Moreover,
GNN learns user and item representations upon the user-item
graph that includes fixed number of observed edges during
training. However, this ignores the intrinsic nature of implicit
feedback recommendation that unobserved edges are mixed
with negative feedback and unknown positive feedback [14].
Merely depending on the observed edges and neglecting the
unknown positive feedback might lead to inferior diversity.

In this paper, inspired by co-training [15], we propose
Contrastive Co-Training (CCT) for diversified recommenda-
tion. Specifically, we consider two graph views for recom-
mendation and contrastive learning, respectively. The current
graph view is utilized to predict pseudo edges that connect
users to new items for the other graph view, revealing the
novel items that users are highly interested in and improving
diversity. However, the predicted pseudo edges are sometimes
noisy. Therefore, it is advantageous and natural to perform
contrastive learning on the augmented graph views due to
its robustness [16], [17]. Moreover, we propose diversified
contrastive learning that is carefully designed to alleviate
popularity and category biases by re-balancing item-level pop-
ularity and category-level advantage. Extensive experiments on
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Fig. 1: The overview of our proposed model. The BPR loss and contrastive learning losses are computed for training with the user and
item embeddings generated from each graph view, as indicated in the black lines; the red dotted lines in the two graph views represent the
pseudo edges, which are predicted by each view, as indicated by the red lines. Item nodes with frames of different colors represents items
of different categories.

three public datasets show the effectiveness of our proposed
model that significantly outperforms state-of-the-art (SOTA)
models. To summarize, the contributions of this paper are
three-folds:

• We propose a contrastive co-training framework to im-
prove diversity for recommendation. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work to effectively integrate
co-training and contrastive learning for the purpose of
improving diversity.

• We propose diversified contrastive learning to alleviate
the popularity and category biases, further improving
diversity.

• Extensive experiments show that our proposed model
greatly outperforms strong baselines in terms of diversity
as well as preserve and even improve accuracy.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Generally, in a diversified recommendation scenario, we
have a set of users U = [u1, u2, . . . , uM ], a set of items
I = [i1, i2, . . . , iN ] that each item is associated with a
category label c ∈ C, and observed interactions Y =
{yui = 1|u ∈ U , i ∈ I}. Following the recent graph-based col-
laborative filtering approaches [12], [13], we build a user-item
bipartite graph G = (V, E) where node set V = U ∪I involves
all users and items, and the edge set E includes all observed
interactions Y . In general, we aim to learn a function that
predicts the probability ŷui that a user u would adopt an item

i so as to recommend top-k relevant and diverse items for each
user.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The overview of the proposed CCT is illustrated in
Figure 1, where we consider two graph views [G(r) =
(V(r), E(r)),G(c) = (V(c), E(c))], namely a recommendation
graph view and a contrastive graph view for recommendation
and contrastive learning, respectively. The contrastive graph
view is further used to generate two corrupted contrastive
graph views G(c1) = (V(c1), E(c1)) and G(c2) = (V(c2), E(c2)).
We adopt LightGCN [13] as the encoder on each view due
to its simplicity and high accuracy, which can be generally
formulated as:

E
(v)
U ,E

(v)
I = GC(E,G(v)) (1)

where G(v), v ∈ {r, c1, c2} is any of the views, and
GC represents the graph convolution layers in LightGCN.
E ∈ R(M+N)×d denotes the initial node embeddings which
are shared by the encoder of each view, and E

(v)
U =

[e
(v)
u1 , e

(v)
u2 , ..., e

(v)
uM ] ∈ RM×d and E

(v)
I = [e

(v)
u1 , e

(v)
u2 , ..., e

(v)
uM ] ∈

RN×d are the learnt user and item vectors from the graph view
G(v).

Pseudo edges are predicted to connect user nodes to novel
item nodes, augmenting the two graph views iteratively, and
the model is trained by jointly minimizing the BPR loss
and diversified contrastive learning loss upon the augmented



views. We first illustrate the detail of the co-training pipeline
in Section III-A, and then we demonstrate the diversified
contrastive learning upon the contrastive graph in Section
III-B.

A. Contrastive Co-training

The CCT pipeline is illustrated in Algorithm 1, and it
consists of the following stages: (1) Pretraining: The recom-
mendation and contrastive graph views are firstly initialized
by copying the input user-item graph. Then we pretrain
LightGCN upon the graph views by minimizing the final loss
in Equation 11 (Section III-B). (2) Predicting Pseudo Edges:
In the co-training paradigm, the two graph views G(r) and
G(c) are augmented by the pseudo edges predicted by each
other. We will demonstrate the detail of this step in Section
III-A1. (3) Training the model on the augmented graphs:
We compute the final loss in Equation 11 with the learnable
weights computed by Equation 5 and train the model upon
the two augmented graph views as described in Section III-B.
Finally, we go back to the second stage and train the model
iteratively. We reset the augmented graphs with the input graph
for every 50 epochs to avoid error accumulation.

Algorithm 1 Contrastive co-training algorithm

Input: Input graph G
Output: Recommended item lists.

1: Initialize the recommendation graph G(r) = (V(r), E(r))
and the contrastive graph G(c) = (V(c), E(c)) with the
input graph G = (V, E).

2: Pretrain the model with diversified contrastive learning in
Algorithm 2.

3: while not converged do
4: Generate two corrupted contrastive graphs G(c1) and

G(c2) by graph corruption given the contrastive graph
G(c).

5: Predict pseudo edges S(r), S(c1), and S(c2) given the
recommendation graph and two corrupted contrastive
graphs (Section III-A1).

6: Augment G(c): E(c) = E(c) ∪ E(c)
ps , E(c)

ps = m1 ⊙ S(r).
7: Augment G(r): E(r) = E(r)∪E(r)

ps , E(r)
ps = m2⊙S(c1)∩

S(c2).
8: Train the model with diversified contrastive learning in

Algorithm 2.
9: Reset the two graph views G(r) and G(c) with the input

graph G for every 50 epochs.
10: end while
11: Use the recommendation graph view G(r) to recommend

top-k item list for each user in the testing set.

1) Predicting Pseudo Edges: As each view reflects a dif-
ferent aspect of the user-item interactions, it is natural to seek
supervisory information from the other view to improve the
encoder of the current view. By performing graph convolution
over a given graph view G(v), v = {r, c1, c2}, the LightGCN
learns user and item vectors. For each user u in the dataset,

we predict the probability for each unclicked item i by their
inner product:

ŷ
(v)
ui = e(v)u

⊤e
(v)
i . (2)

where e
(v)
u and e

(v)
i represent the embedding of user u and

item i, respectively. Then we design the following rules to
predict pseudo edges:

• We rank the predicted probabilities ŷ
(v)
ui and select the

top k unclicked items for each user.
• We then keep the items whose probabilities ŷ

(v)
ui are

higher than a threshold (we adopt 0.95 in practice) to
filter out the edges with low confidence.

• As we aim to improve diversity, we only keep a subset
of items S(v) that only includes items of the unseen
categories that the user has not interacted. Another reason
that we prefer the items of unseen categories to the
items of seen categories is that adding additional items
from seen categories might worsen the aforementioned
categories bias, resulting in lower diversity.

After obtaining the pseudo edges candidates set S(r), S(c1),
and S(c2), we augment the recommendation graph by uni-
formly sampling T pseudo edges from the consensus of the
predictions of the two corrupted contrastive graph, and the
contrastive graph is augmented by uniformly sampling T
pseudo edges from the predictions of the recommendation
graph:

E(r) =E(r) ∪ E(r)
ps , E(r)

ps = m1 ⊙ S(c1) ∩ S(c2), (3)

E(c) =E(c) ∪ E(c)
ps , E(c)

ps = m2 ⊙ S(r). (4)

where m1 ∈ {0, 1}|S
(c1)∩S(c2)| amd m2 ∈ {0, 1}|S

(r)|
are the mask vectors to sample pseudo edges E(r)

ps and E(c)
ps

for the recommendation and contrastive graphs, respectively.
Operation ⊙ is the element-wise product for edge sampling.

a) Noise-robust loss function with learnable weights:
The predicted pseudo edges aim to mine the user-interested
novel items and improve the diversity. However, the pseudo
edges might be noisy even though we filter out the edges with
low confidence. Therefore, it might be problematic and result
in suboptimal performance if we treat the observed edges and
the predicted pseudo edges the same. To tackle the issue, we
assign lower weights to the pseudo edges and higher weights to
the observed edges, when computing the supervised BPR loss
and contrastive learning loss that we will present in Section
III-B0c. Instead of using a fixed weight, we train a learnable
weight wui for each pseudo edge under the assumption that
closer user embedding and item embedding indicates higher
reliability and lower noise:

wui =

{
1, yui ∈ Y
σ(W (e

(v)
u − e

(v)
i ) + b), yui ∈ E(v)

ps
(5)

where e
(v)
u and e

(v)
i are the user embedding and item embed-

ding of each pseudo edge generated upon the graph view G(v).
W and b are trainable weights and bias. Note that observed
edges are always associated with weight wui = 1 as the
observed edges are ground truth and should be fully utilized.



Algorithm 2 Diversified Contrastive Learning

Input: User embeddings, item embeddings, recommendation
graph view G(r), and two corrupted contrastive graph
views G(c1) and G(c2) generated by graph corruption.

1: Initialize the node embeddings of the two graph views
with the user embeddings and item embeddings.

2: for all batch(U, I) ∈ E(r) do
3: Compute learnable weights wui for the pseudo edges

in each graph view G(v), v = {r, c1, c2}
4: Compute the supervised BPR loss LBPR (Equation 12)

on the recommendation graph.
5: Select item nodes Iucl according to weights pucli (Equa-

tion 7) and compute LUCL (Equation 6).
6: Select item nodes Iscl for the current batch users

according to weights psclu,l (Equation 8) and compute
LSCL (Equation 10).

7: Update user and item embeddings by minimizing the
final loss Lfinal (Equation 11).

8: end for

B. Diversified Contrastive Learning

To further alleviate the issue that the predicted pseudo
edges are noisy, we propose to incorporate contrastive learning
into the co-training framework due to its effectiveness and
robustness by contrasting different corrupted contrastive graph
views of the same node against other nodes. However, the
vanilla contrastive learning cannot get rid of two types of
bias: (1) Popularity Bias: Popular items are interacted by a lot
of users while unpopular items are interacted by few users.
This means that popular items learn better item embeddings
than unpopular items as popular items have more edges
connected and get involved in training more. (2) Category
bias: Generally, given historically interacted items of a user,
there are advantage categories which the majority of items
belong to and disadvantage categories that include few items.
The user embeddings learned by LightGCN are more closer
to the items of the advantage categories than those of the dis-
advantage categories, making the model to recommend items
from a narrow range of categories. In this section, following
our prior work [18], we present graph corruption and the
diversified contrastive learning that alleviates the bias issues
with popularity debiased unsupervised contrastive learning and
category-rebalanced supervised contrastive learning.

a) Graph Corruption: Diversified contrastive learning
refines the user and item embeddings by encouraging the
consistency between the two corrupted views generated from
the input graph. To this end, we adopt the common graph
augmentation strategy [16], [17] to corrupt the input graph
and generate two different graph views that contain incomplete
information of node attributes and node topology by randomly
discarding some observed user-item edges and node embed-
ding dropout with a prior probability p.

b) Popularity Debiased Unsupervised Contrastive Learn-
ing: To perform unsupervised contrastive learning with node

discrimination, the common practice is to adopt the items in
the current batch as the anchor nodes and discriminate their
different views against other nodes in the current batch [16],
formulated as:

LUCL(I
(c1)
ucl , I

(c2)
ucl ) =

∑
i∈I

− log
exp

(
f
(
e
(c1)
i , e

(c2)
i

)
/τ

)
∑

z∈I exp
(
f
(
e
(c1)
i , e

(c2)
z

)
/τ

) (6)

where f(·, ·) indicates the cosine similarity function, and τ
is the temperature hyper-parameter. (u, i) is the positive pair
while (u, z) is the negative pair. However, this exacerbates
the popularity bias since the popular items get involved in
contrastive learning more than the unpopular items, resulting
in that popular items learn better embeddings than unpopular
items.

To mitigate the bias, we need to sample more unpopular
items and less popular items by assigning higher weights on
the unpopular items and lower weights on the popular items
during sampling. Accordingly, we compute a weight pucli for
each item by:

pucli =
1

Dα
i

(7)

where Di is the item degree, which is measured as the quantity
of the users that interacted with the item, and α is the coeffi-
cient to balance the popularity bias. During batch training, we
sample a batch of items Iucl based on the computed weights
pucli to compute LUCL(I

(c1)
ucl , I

(c2)
ucl ).

c) Category-balanced Supervised Contrastive Learning:
Prior works solely employ the observed user-item interactions
Y to compute the supervised BPR losses, overlooking their
potential usefulness when it comes to contrastive learning.

Herein we propose a category-rebalanced supervised con-
trastive learning module to emphasize the interactions of the
items of unpopular categories and the corresponding users. In
other words, given a user and her historical interacted items,
we intend to sample more items of unpopular categories and
less items of popular categories instead of enumerating all the
historical interacted items of the user.

To this end, we compute a category-rebalanced weight for
each item of every user. Generally, suppose the interacted
item set of user u is Iu = [i1, i2, ..., il] where each item is
associated with a category label and the category set interacted
by the user is Cu = [c1, c2, ..., cx]. Suppose that cx is the
corresponding category of item il, we compute a normalized
weight for each item il as:

au,l =
1

|cx|γ
, (8)

psclu,l =
au,l∑|Iu|
j=1 au,j

(9)

where |cx| and |Iu| indicate the number of items in the
category cx and the total number of items interacted by the
user, respectively. γ is used to balance the category bias.

Given the current batch of users U , we sample items
according to the above weights to compose the positive pairs,



and we sample unclicked items for each user in U to build the
negative pairs. In the node embedding space, given an sampled
tuple of (a user, a positive item, a negative item), we pull
together the user embedding and the positive item embedding
while pushing apart the user embedding and the negative item
embedding. As more items of disadvantage categories are
sampled, the learnt user embedding are pushed to the item
embedding of disadvantage categories:

LSCL(U
(c1), I

(c2)
scl ) =

∑
(u,i)∈(U,Iscl)

− log
exp

(
wui ∗ f

(
e
(c1)
u , e

(c2)
i

)
/τ

)
∑

q∈Q exp
(
wuq ∗ f

(
e
(c1)
u , e

(c2)
q

)
/τ

)
(10)

where Q indicates the item set that includes one positive
item and sampled negative items for user u. wui indicates
the learnable weight given a user and an item.

We trained the model in the multi-task learning fashion with
the final loss, as measured by the summation of supervised
BPR ranking loss [19], diversified contrastive learning loss,
and L2 regularization:

Lfinal = LBPR + λ1LDCL + λ2∥Θ∥22, (11)

LBPR =
∑

(u,i)∈Er,(u,j)/∈Er

−wui ∗ log σ (ŷui − ŷuj) , (12)

LDCL =LUCL(U
(c1), U (c2)) + LUCL(U

(c2), U (c1))

+LUCL(I
(c1)
ucl , I

(c2)
ucl ) + LUCL(I

(c2)
ucl , I

(c1)
ucl )

+LSCL(U
(c1), I

(c2)
scl ) + LSCL(U

(c2), I
(c1)
scl ). (13)

where λ1 and λ2 are two hyper-parameters to control the
impacts of the diversified contrastive learning loss and L2
regularization term on the model parameters θ, respectively.
As we fix one graph view and enumerate the users in the
other view in Equation 6 and 10, we also need to compute
the symmetric contrastive learning loss LUCL(I

(c2)
ucl , I

(c1)
ucl ) and

LSCL(U
(c2), I

(c1)
scl ), where I

(c1)
ucl and I

(c2)
ucl are the two different

corrupted contrastive views.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To validate the superiority of our proposed CCT in terms
of accuracy and diversity, we conduct extensive experiments
to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: How does CCT perform top-k recommendation
task in terms of accuracy and diversity metrics, compared
with other state-of-the-art (SOTA) models?

• RQ2: How do the components of CCT affect model
performance with different settings?

• RQ3: How does the proposed model impact eclectic users
and long-tail items?

A. Datasets

We adopt three datasets, Amazon-music, Amazon-beauty,
and Amazon-sport, from Amazon review dataset collections
to evaluate model performances across the experiments [20].
Category information of products is utilized to evaluate di-
versity. We report the statistics of the three datasets in Table

II. For each dataset, we sort all the interactions for each user
chronologically. We extract the latest 20% of interactions for
each user as the testing set, and we build the validation set by
taking the the latest 10% of the rest interactions of each user,
using the rest interactions as training data.

TABLE II: Statistics of the datasets.

Datasets Amazon-music Amazon-beauty Amazon-sport
# Users 5,541 22,363 35,598
# Items 3,568 12,101 18,357

# Interactions 64,706 198,502 296,337
# Categories 60 43 149

Density 0.0033 0.0007 0.0004

B. Metrics

We adopt widely-used Recall@k and NDCG@k [21] as
two accuracy metrics. To evaluate model diversity, we employ
two common metrics:

• Intra-list Distance (ILD@k) [22] measure the average
humming distance of the category vectors of any two
items in the recommendation item list:

ILD@k =
1

|U|
∑
u∈U

1

k(k − 1)

∑
(i,j)∈Ŷu

| c(i)− c(j)|

(14)

where k = 20, and c(·) returns the one-hot category
vector for an item. Ŷu is the item list recommended by a
model for user u.

• Category Coverage (CC@k) [10] reports the average
quantity of the unique categories of the recommended
items:

CC@k =
1

|U|
∑
u∈U

|C(u)| (15)

where |C(u)| represents the number of unique categories
covered by the recommended item list for user u.

C. Baselines

In the experiment, we mainly adopt different types of
models as baselines for performance comparison:

• MMR [4] is a re-ranking method for diversified ranking
problems by maximizing the marginal relevance.

• DPP [8] applies determinantal point process to optimize
the trade-off between accuracy and diversity and gen-
erates recommendation list through the MAP inference.
We use one-hot vector of categories as item features and
LightGCN predicted ratings as item scores.

• NCF [23] is a popular non-graph-based method that uti-
lizes neural networks with non-linear activation function
to model interactions between user and item.

• LightGCN [13] is a SOTA graph-based collaborative fil-
tering baseline that presents a light convolution message
aggregation function.

• SGL [16] proposes unsupervised contrastive learning
with a node discrimination task as a supplement to the
supervised BPR loss.



TABLE I: Model Performance Comparison in terms of accuracy and diversity.

Datasets Amazon-music (topk=20) Amazon-beauty (topk=20) Amazon-sport (topk=20)
Methods Recall NDCG ILD CC Recall NDCG ILD CC Recall NDCG ILD CC

MMR 0.1945 0.0738 1.3597 6.6107 0.0994 0.0463 1.5038 7.3531 0.058 0.0213 1.1438 6.0053
DPP 0.1977 0.0765 1.4137 7.2496 0.0969 0.0491 1.5433 7.636 0.0561 0.0223 1.1936 6.3305
NCF 0.1891 0.0879 1.4018 7.1041 0.0812 0.0467 1.5769 8.0937 0.0379 0.0166 1.337 7.4165

LightGCN 0.2501 0.1122 1.3029 6.1782 0.121 0.0709 1.4064 6.5604 0.0639 0.0283 1.1008 5.5769
SGL 0.252 0.1138 1.3109 6.3021 0.125 0.0736 1.4264 6.9801 0.0642 0.0285 1.1569 6.0238

PD-GAN 0.2257 0.1027 1.3507 6.5902 0.092 0.0477 1.4934 7.188 0.0501 0.0207 1.274 5.8987
DGCN 0.1898 0.0843 1.5161 7.9948 0.0868 0.0481 1.5623 8.0356 0.0392 0.0158 1.3974 7.2071
CCT 0.2536 0.113 1.5182 8.2335 0.1266 0.075 1.5849 8.1131 0.0643 0.0287 1.4509 8.0337

• PD-GAN [9] proposes an end-to-end Generative Adver-
sarial Network where a DPP-based generator recommend
relevant and diversified items while a discriminator aims
to distinguish between the recommended items and the
ground-truth.

• DGCN [10] proposes rebalanced neighbor discover-
ing, category-boosted negative sampling, and adversarial
learning for GCN to improve diversity for recommenda-
tion.

D. Main Results (RQ1)

We first compare model performances for top-k diversified
recommendation in terms of the aforementioned accuracy and
diversity metrics and we adopt k = 20 across all experiments.

As reported in Table I, using the embeddings or rating
scores generated by MMR and DPP achieves high diversity but
sacrifice too much accuracy due to its post-processing nature.
Compared with NCF that treat each user-item interaction
independently, LightGCN shows higher accuracy by capturing
the high-order connectivity among users and items on the
user-item bipartite graph. However, it achieves lower diversity.
High diversity usually comes along with low accuracy. SGL
introduces unsupervised contrastive learning to alleviate the
label-sparsity issue and learn better embeddings for user and
item, improving accuracy and diversity to some extent [24].
SGL achieves the best accuracy among the baselines. Across
the three datasets, our proposed model consistently yields the
best overall performance in terms of both accuracy and diver-
sity compared with strong baselines. Specifically, our proposed
model outperforms SGL in terms of ILD@20 by 15.8%,
12.2% and 25.4% on the three datasets with comparable and
even better accuracy, respectively. Looking at the comparison
with SOTA end-to-end diversified recommendation methods,
our proposed model outperforms PD-GAN by a large margin
on both accuracy and diversity metrics. Although DGCN
achieves comparable diversity to our proposed model, it suffers
from much lower accuracy. We finally conduct significance
testing (t-test) to show the significance of the improvements
of our proposed CCL with fives runs and obtain p < 10−5

compared with SGL with the highest accuracy in terms of
ILD@20 and CC@20 on the three datasets, respectively.

E. Model Study (RQ2)

a) Ablation Study: We conduct ablation study to quantify
the impact of the components in our proposed CCT and report

the corresponding degradations in Table III, where DCL, CT,
UCL, SCL, and LW indicate the diversified contrastive learn-
ing, co-training, unsupervised contrastive learning, supervised
contrastive learning, and learnable weights, respectively. Each
proposed component contributes in a certain degree to the
improvement of model performance, which demonstrates the
reasonability of our proposed architecture. Taking a close
look at the results, removing contrastive learning and only
utilizing self-training delivers higher diversity but lower accu-
racy, which demonstrates that contrastive learning effectively
benefits the model when the pseudo labels are unreliable due
to its noise-robust nature. On the other hand, training the
model without co-training also hurts diversity, and it shows
the effectiveness of co-training that reveals the user-interested
novel items. Compared with LightGCN, it still achieves higher
accuracy and diversity, demonstrating the validity of the pro-
posed diversified contrastive learning.

b) Effect of the Quantity of Pseudo Edges: The quantity
T of the pseudo edges plays a critical role in mining novel
items that users like. Therefore, to show the impact of different
quantity T , we plot the curves of model performance in
terms of Recall@20 and ILD@20 with regard to different
T in Figure 2. Generally, as the quantity T increases, more
edges that connect to diverse items are added into the graph,
improving the diversity; while more unreliable edges hurt
the accuracy at the same time. Thanks to the robustness of
contrastive learning, the accuracy degradation is smaller than
the gain obtained on the diversity.

F. Benefits of (RQ3)

a) Effect on Eclectic Users: The problem of diversified
recommendation is more critical for users with eclectic inter-
ests, and a good diversified recommendation model should
have huge benefits to such users. We define eclectic users
based on their affinity towards diverse items, as measured
by the number of their historical interactions and the number
of different categories they interacted with. For example, we
extract users that interacted with at least 20 items and at least
different 6 categories from each dataset as the eclectic users.
We report the models’ performance on the eclectic users of the
three datasets in Table IV. Our proposed model consistently
achieves the almost best accuracy and diversity at the same
time.

b) Long-tail Item Recommendation: Long-tail items are
less interacted by users, and GNN-based models are easily



TABLE III: Ablation study.
Datasets Amazon-music (topk=20) Amazon-beauty (topk=20) Amazon-sport (topk=20)
Methods Recall NDCG ILD CC Recall NDCG ILD CC Recall NDCG ILD CC
CCT 0.2536 0.113 1.5182 8.2335 0.1266 0.075 1.5849 8.1131 0.0643 0.0287 1.4509 8.0337
-DCL 0.2379 (-6.2%) 0.1089 (-3.6%) 1.4306 (-5.7%) 7.1037 (-13.7%) 0.1206 (-4.7%) 0.072 (-4%) 1.5147 (-4.4%) 7.4528 (-8.1%) 0.0548 (-14.7%) 0.0211 (-26.5%) 1.4008 (-3.4%) 7.6498 (-4.8%)
-CT 0.2537 (+0.0%) 0.1143 (+1.1%) 1.4225 (-6.3%) 7.0627 (-14.2%) 0.1287 (+1.6%) 0.0765 (+2%) 1.4874 (-6.1%) 7.282 (-10.2%) 0.0663 (+3.1%) 0.0301 (+4.9%) 1.2548 (-13.5%) 6.6253 (-17.5%)
-UCL 0.2477 (-2.3%) 0.1125 (-0.45%) 1.4509 (-4.4%) 7.3439 (-10.8%) 0.1233 (-2.6%) 0.0726 (-3.2%) 1.5243 (-3.8%) 7.5238 (-7.1%) 0.0632 (-1.7%) 0.0275 (-4.1%) 1.3532 (-6.8%) 7.3573 (-8.4%)
-SCL 0.2486 (-2%) 0.1128 (-0.1%) 1.4622 (-3.6%) 7.4903 (-9.0%) 0.1245 (-1.6%) 0.0738 (-1.6%) 1.5365 (-3.0%) 7.5870 (-6.4%) 0.0649 (+0.9%) 0.0289 (-0.7%) 1.3847 (-4.6%) 7.4552 (-7.2%)
-LW 0.2521 (-0.6%) 0.1112 (-1.5%) 1.453 (-4.3%) 7.4811 (-9.1%) 0.1247 (-1.5%) 0.0719 (-4.1%) 1.5339 (-3.2%) 7.5891 (-6.4%) 0.0617 (-4.0%) 0.0268 (-6.6%) 1.3650 (-5.9%) 7.4242 (-7.6%)
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Fig. 2: Performance with regard to different quantities of pseudo edges.

TABLE IV: Model performance Comparison on Eclectic Users

Datasets Eclectic Users of Amazon-music (topk=20) Eclectic Users of Amazon-beauty (topk=20) Eclectic Users of Amazon-sport (topk=20)
Methods Recall NDCG ILD CC Recall NDCG ILD CC Recall NDCG ILD CC

MMR 0.1046 0.0619 1.558 7.7464 0.1264 0.1007 1.6084 7.8801 0.0393 0.0281 1.3599 6.8648
DPP 0.1058 0.0637 1.5778 8.0846 0.1211 0.0983 1.6216 8.0385 0.0408 0.0298 1.4184 7.1428
PD-GAN 0.0923 0.0566 1.5009 7.546 0.1189 0.0937 1.6044 7.774 0.0331 0.0257 1.3374 6.6943
DGCN 0.0749 0.0453 1.6232 8.5768 0.1324 0.1125 1.6692 8.4713 0.027 0.02 1.5003 7.6316
NCF 0.087 0.0539 1.63 8.4818 0.1305 0.1129 1.6548 8.3769 0.0229 0.0157 1.4804 8.1898
LightGCN 0.104 0.0623 1.4317 7.2965 0.1499 0.1282 1.5983 7.6007 0.0413 0.0307 1.3327 6.4831
SGL 0.1081 0.067 1.5201 7.3317 0.1672 0.1496 1.5784 7.5267 0.0417 0.0313 1.3589 6.8319
CCT 0.1139 0.069 1.6497 8.7966 0.1891 0.1664 1.6801 8.5832 0.0418 0.0318 1.5635 8.6888

suffer from long-tail items recommendation as long-tail items
have few edges that connected to user nodes, which is hard
to learn good embeddings. We further compare model per-
formances in terms of Recall@20 over the long-tail items,
as reported in Figure 3. We sort all items according to item
degrees from low to high, and we select the 10% items that
have the least item degrees for each dataset. The proposed
CTT consistently yields the best results compared to other
methods. This benefits from the diversified contrastive learning
as the long-tail items are sampled and updated by minimizing
the contrastive learning loss more frequently. On the other
hand, co-training connects some long-tail items to users that
helps to learn better representations for long-tail items as more
edges are involved in graph convolution, further improving the
performance over the long-tail items. Therefore, the proposed
CCT not only greatly improves individual diversity but also
benefit the aggregate diversity.
G. Implementation Details

For the diversified contrastive learning, we adopt α = 0.5
and γ = 1 to compute the item weights for item sampling in
contrastive learning. Following the baselines, with the same
hyper-parameters, we train the models using Adam optimizer
[25] with learning rate of 1e−3. We set embedding dimension
as 64 for both user and item embedding and 3 layers of graph
neural networks for all GCF methods across the experiments.
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Fig. 3: Performance comparison over long-tail items.

We empirically adopt λ1 = 0.1 and τ = 0.2 for contrastive
learning loss and λ2 = 1e− 4 for L2 regularization. We first
pre-train the model for 100/60/50 epochs and then predict
pseudo edges on the three datasets, respectively. We expand
user-item graph with T = 750/900/1200 predicted pseudo
edges for every 5 epochs on the three datasets, and we
reset the augmented graph with the original input graph for



every 50 epochs. We tune the threshold with different values
[0.0, 0.5, 0.9, 0.95] according to the results on the validation
data.

V. RELATED WORK

a) Diversified Recommendation: Diversity of recommen-
dation can be viewed at two levels: individual diversity
and aggregate diversity. Individual diversity aims to measure
the dissimilarity of the recommended items for each user
as recommending similar items to users would bore users
and hurt users satisfaction. Individual-level diversity reflects
how many topics the recommendation covers and it can be
evaluated by leveraging the category or the genre labels in
item recommendation [2]. Aggregate diversity compares the
recommendation results of different users and expects them to
be dissimilar with each other. Aggregate diversity is sometimes
called long-tail recommendation as low aggregate diversity
means always recommending popular items to all users while
ignoring long-tail items. In this paper, we focus on individual
diversity.

Earlier, the rerank-based and post-processing methods (e.g.
MMR [4]) are proposed to rerank the generated item candi-
dates by maximizing the marginal relevance that decreases the
redundancy of the ranked items. DPP is introduced to enhance
the diversity as a parametric model to generate a subset of
diversified items from a large pool of item candidates [3].
Several methods are further proposed to improve the efficiency
of computing DPP [7], [26]. The post-processing methods
are limited by the quality of the item generation stage and
decoupled design also results in suboptimal performance. To
tackle the issues, some end-to-end approaches are proposed
by formulating it as a ranking problem and directly generate a
recommended item list at inference time. [22] represent items
in a similarity graph and formulate the relevance-diversity
trade-off as finding a small set of unrated items that best cover
the interacted items. PD-GAN propose an end-to-end GAN
model where a DPP-based generator recommends relevant and
diversified items while a discriminator aims to distinguish
between the recommended items and the ground-truth [9].
DGCN propose rebalanced neighbor discovering, category-
boosted negative sampling, and adversarial learning for GCN
to improve the diversity for recommendation [10]. EDUA is a
bilateral branch network that models both domain-level and
user-level diversity for diversified recommendation. BGCN
leverages Bayesian GCN to address the uncertainty in the user-
item bipartite graph to improve diversity by learning various
relationships between users and items [27].

b) Contrastive Learning: A surge of attention on con-
trastive learning has been dedicated to recommendation tasks
to solve the label sparsity issue. SGL [16] generates multiple
views of a node, maximizing the agreement between different
views of the same node compared to that of other nodes.
CCGL [28] and HeCo [24] are its two variants employed on ei-
ther cascade or heterogeneous graphs. CLCRec [29] conducts
a novel contrastive objective function to solve cold-start rec-
ommendation problem. GCC [30] is a graph contrastive coding

framework to encode and discriminate sampled subgraphs.
DHCN [31] and HCGR [32] both propose hypergraph convolu-
tional networks for session-based recommendation with multi-
view contrastive learning. NCE-PLRec [33] derives a closed-
form of highly efficient linear recommendation algorithm to
solve popularity recommendation bias. Different from it, our
proposed methods alleviate the popularity bias by sampling an-
chor, the positive nodes, and the negative nodes for contrastive
learning according to the item-level popularity and category-
level popularity.

c) Co-training: In the context of recommendation, our
work is highly related to EGLN [14] that augments the input
user-item graph with a predicted residual graph to discover
the user-interested items in the self-training manner. However,
the work aims to improve the accuracy of recommenda-
tion and a learnable neural network is utilized to recover
the adjacency matrix, which brings additional computational
complexity. Different from it, our proposed method directly
predicts the pseudo edges that connect users with items of
novel categories by the inner product of user embedding and
item embedding instead of a learnable neural network. [34]
also proposes to connect users to diverse items in the input
graph iteratively. But it only utilizes pseudo edges without
leveraging contrastive learning. On the contrary, we utilize
contrastive learning to make the model robust to the unreliable
pseudo edges. Moreover, we propose to utilize co-training
with learnable weights to improve the quality of the pseudo
edges. Another related work is [35] for social recommendation
where tri-training is used to distill the social influence from
the user-user graph to user-item graph. The work does not add
pseudo edges on the graph but adopt a soft way to enforce the
consistence between different views with contrastive learning.
Distinct from it, our proposed model adds pseudo edges that
connect users to user-interested novel items to augment the
graph. The pseudo edges are used as supervision signals
in both supervised BPR loss and contrastive learning loss.
Furthermore, we resort to the specially designed contrastive
learning to further improve the diversity.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose contrastive co-training for diversi-
fied recommendation that integrates co-training and contrastive
learning which delivers the best diversity and accuracy trade-
off at the same time. On the one hand, co-training unearths
the novel item that users might be interested in and predicts
pseudo user-item edges to augment the graphs. On the other
hand, diversified contrastive learning mitigate the damage
when the pseudo labels are unreliable and further improve
diversity by re-balancing item-level popularity and category-
level popularity. In the future, we intend to further improve
diversity by exploring methods to learn the uncertainty for the
pseudo edges and utilize the edges that are of low confidence
but might be true.
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